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How do you differentiate the Glidden 
Brilliance Collection in a way that is unique 
from the competition, meaningful and 
compelling to the target markets, but still true 
to a brand that exists exclusively in Walmart? 
The competition is already using all the most 
obvious attributes: color, inspiration, and 
cheerful motivation. What can Glidden say 
about the Brilliance Collection that hasn’t 
already been said about paint? And if people 
are taking on big home-improvement projects, 
wouldn’t they just go to a home improvement 
store? But the possibilities are there for 
Glidden. Is color everyone’s number one 
priority? Are all projects big and aspirational? 
Do consumers have the associations with paint 
XLEX�QEVOIXIVW�EWWYQI�XLI]�HS#�&]�ÁRHMRK�
empty space in the market and staying true 
to consumer priorities, Glidden Brilliance 
Collection has strong potential for growth. 
So let’s get going.
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Glidden Brilliance 
Collection’s positioning will 
move away from the fantasy 

home, instead embracing the 
perfectly imperfect home 

and focusing on manageable 
weekend projects.

Primary and secondary 
research revealed that the 

target segments all use 
paint as a reason to con-

nect with their peers.

Glidden will use social media 
to drive consumers to the 

centerpiece of the campaign, 
an online hub for sharing 
stories.  Online video will 

support the tone of the cre-
ative, and a Thank You video 

will end the campaign.

An emphasis on real-life, 
personal projects will 

reach the target market 
on an emotional level.
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Objectives
Goals
Our primary goals over the course of the campaign are to increase 
both awareness and consideration for Glidden Brilliance Collection 
in U.S. Walmart stores. By the end of the campaign, awareness will 
rise to 85 percent. At least 12.1 million more people will buy Glidden 
TEMRX�EX�;EPQEVX��%WWYQMRK�E�TVSÁX�QEVKMR�SJ�����TIVGIRX��GSRWMWXIRX�
[MXL�;EPQEVX¸W�TVSÁX�QEVKMRW�MR�XLI�TEWX��+PMHHIR�[MPP�EGLMIZI�E�����
percent ROI if conversion rates remain the same. 

Metrics
To monitor the performance of our campaign, we will employ various 
QIXVMGW�ERH�E�JIIHFEGO�TPER�EJXIV�XLI�ÁVWX�QSRXL�SJ�XLI�GEQTEMKR��-R�
June 2014, we will hold focus groups in six targeted cities to monitor 
engagement with user-generated content and brand awareness. Met-
rics will allow us to have insight into the results of our creative plat-
forms and will enable us to react to our performance in real-time.1 
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
ONLINE Mobile GEOTARGETING & IN-Store
Facebook Insights: Vi-
rility, fans, shares, reach, 
geotracking

Radian 6: Insights on 
social media platforms

Pinterest Analytics: Track 
pins, repins, impressions, 
clicks

Statigram: Growth rates 
and community insights 
on Instagram

Apsalar: App targeting, 
measure ROI

Focus Groups: Geographic 
targeting 

Surveys:  In-store touch-
points at select Walmart 
locations 

35 percent
Conversion

80 percent
Conversion

85 percent 
Awareness

30 percent 
Consideration

6.5 percent 
Purchase

5.2 percent
recommend

22 percent 
Conversion

5.9percent Return 
on investment186.1 million 

impressions

Glidden’s Current 
Conversion Rates in 

Walmart 



paint advertising norms
   Aspiration Pain! t" b# perfec!        color !" m#$ importan$ thin%

emphasizing color would just be a drop in the 
ocean. Glidden brilliance collection needs to talk 

to consumers about something besides color. 

3

Competitors’ ads emphasize color: color plucked from nature, 
colors pulled from existing sources, color as inspiration. The 
ÁVWX�TVSFPIQ�[MXL�XLMW�MW�XLEX�XLIWI�EHW�EPP�PSSO�EPMOI��GPMGLé 
IZIR��7IGSRH��MX�MW�HMJÁGYPX�XS�IQTLEWM^I�]SYV�YRMUYI�GSPSVW�
when, given spectrophotometer technology, no color is truly 
unique. 

not only are the aspirational images cliche, but 
a more approachable, realistic image will appeal 
to our target market.

The perfectly accessorized living room worthy of Architectural 
Digest can be yours with just a few strokes of paint – at least, 
that’s what competitors’ advertising suggests. We are all Martha 
Stewart with a paintbrush in hand. The pursuit of your dream 
home is the golden carrot competitors dangle in front of con-
sumers’ eyes to urge them to paint. It’s not realistic. Our target 
market doesn’t need its fantasy home; consumers want the best 
version of their own homes.



market space
  Scope Yo! ca" d# th$ bi% jo& Perfectly imperfect

Dream Home 

Sm
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l 
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ts Big Projects

Glidden Brilliance Collection will position itself as 
the brand for low-pressure, perfectly imperfect paint-
ers and paint projects. We won’t try to make con-
sumers believe life can become perfect with a coat of 
paint. We will speak to the consumers who know the 
fantasy house is just a fantasy, but who want to better 
their lives in real, achievable ways. 

4

people wanting to tackle these big projects won’t 
be buying paint supplies at Walmart. Plus, the 
small, personal project space is  empty. 

Competitors’ ads emphasize big, challenging projects. A happy 
(and suspiciously amiable) couple transforms their home over a 
weekend.  After cheerfully completing each step of the process, 
XLI]�WXERH�TVSYHP]�MR�JVSRX�SJ�XLI�ÁRMWLIH�TVSHYGX��LERHW�SR�LMTW���
Those precise chevron stairs you’ve been eyeing on Pinterest?  You 
can do it too, they say.  Our competition suggests they can help 
you accomplish the massive transformation, but in reality, it takes a 
lot more work than their commercials imply.



)\TIVMIRGI�'LEWIVW�[ERX�XS�ÁRH�[E]W�XS�QEOI�IZIV]XLMRK�XLIMV�
own. Although they are less experienced in painting, even the 
most budget-constrained Experience Chasers want to connect 
with one another and share what they have created.2 Both younger 
and older Experience Chasers seek engaging and personal brands 
because they want an experience from a brand – not just a prod-
uct.� Glidden Brilliance Collection should use social media to 
help Experience Chasers connect with others based on similar 
brand preferences and the meaningful experiences they provide. 

Friendship Seekers are looking for the most affordable way to cre-
ate a happy family home. Although Friendship Seekers are fami-
ly-centric, they also desire a connection with those outside their 
family circle. They interact with one another to alleviate feelings 
of loneliness and build friendships based on shared interests, life 
events, and parenting.4 Dads also share their stories to create a 
support network. Friendship Seekers are loyal to Walmart, mak-
ing cross-shopping an effective way to encourage additional paint 
projects. Glidden Brilliance Collection should focus on giving 
both moms and dads an opportunity to connect, online and of-
ÂMRI��XS�FYMPH�FVERH�PS]EPX]�EQSRK�;EPQEVX�IRXLYWMEWXW��

Re-Connectors appreciate convenience, value, and paint for func-
tion rather than aesthetics.  Re-Connectors interact primarily to 
keep in touch with distant family and friends.5 Traditional commu-
nication methods have shifted online, prompting older Americans 
to join social media sites. Social media aids the Re-Connectors’ 
decision-making, as they frequently use Facebook for input from 
friends and family.6 Glidden Brilliance Collection should use so-
cial media to tap into this trusted network to give Re-Connectors 
the assurance of Glidden paint quality. 

*perienc! 
chaser"

           renting 
DIY shoppers

Age 17 to 31
under $60,000

friendship 
seeker"

 Current Walmart 
paint shoppers

Age 32 to 51
$30,000-$60,000

r!-
connector"

diyers shopping 
walmart home 

Age 52 and up
$30,000-$60,000

The Target Market       What matters to them?    
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John Kinnear- Ask Your Dad  
I used to ask my dad every-
thing. If there was a ques-
tion that no one knew the 
answer to, I'd go to my dad.  
To me, that's the perfect 
metaphor for my father-
hood experience so far. It 
doesn't matter if I have the 
answer of not, the question 
is getting asked. And so I blog. And ask you all. And 
converse. And start sentences with "and". It's been a 
fun ride so far, and I look forward to 
continuing it.

   33percent want their questions & 
comments answered in real time 7 

   31 percent expect brands to 
entertain them with online content 8

   75percent participate in 
social networking 9

   27percent of female millennials 
are of hispanic heritage 10

I wake up every morning excited 
to see what happened while my 
eyes were closed, because that’s 
how fast the world is changing. 
I can’t predict what the future 
will bring, but in the meantime, 
I’m going to blog it like I see it.

 -Adrienne Rhodes, Ask A Millennial 

   “   56percent of new dads post family photos
on social media at least a few times a week 11  

   60percent of parents
have a smartphone 12

   60 percent of moms seek 
an inner circle online 13

   24percent of gen x is 
of hispanic heritage 14

;I¸VI�HIÁRMXIP]�RSX�I\TIVXW��NYWX�
DIY dorks who like to learn as 
we go and share our adventures 
and misadventures with the 
world.

-John & Sherry Petersik, Young House Love

   “   88 percent increase in the number of 55 to 64-
year-olds using facebook between ‘09 & ‘10 15

   44percent of facebook 
users are age 45 to 64 16

   33percent of twitter
users are age 45 to 64 17

I love to share memories by writing 
about things that have happened in 
my life with my peers. My peers, of 
course, are fellow Baby Boomers who 
have lived through many of the same 
experiences and the same history. I 
want and need to share humor and 
memories… to laugh and remember. 

-Phil McMillan, Baby Boomer Baloney
   13 percent of baby boomers 

are of hispanic heritage 18

6

How do they connect? 
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Insight Development
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Blogs & Social Media Brand/Word Association Test To-Do-List

Tonality Exam How Would You Fix This Room?

We began our research by developing 
hypotheses about the target market.  We 
looked at Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, 
forums, and over 50 blogs in order to ex-
plore why people paint and to learn about 
their attitudes toward painting. For exam-
ple, some painted due to big life changes, 
others wanted to clean up a room or just 
get the project over with. Taking com-
mon themes such as painting as a form of 
cleaning, social pressure or self-expres-
sion, we moved on to test our assumptions.  

Our initial research revealed many 
reasons to paint, but no coherence.

With these themes in mind, we took words 
and brands that our target market was familiar 
with to develop brand and word association 
XIWXW��;I�MRXIVZMI[IH����TISTPI�JSV�XLI�FVERH�
association test and 22 for the word association 
XIWX��[MXL�XLI�KSEP�SJ�ÁRHMRK�E�GSRRIGXMSR�FI-
tween all three groups. Once again, we found 
that all three segments had a broad range of 
reactions to painting and DIY projects. Some 
thought painting was fun and full of freedom 
for creativity, others associated it with long 
hours and a tedious process. Even with a more 
JSGYWIH�XEWO��[I�WXMPP�HMHR¸X�ÁRH�GSQQSREPMXMIW��

You give people a closed-ended, non-per-
sonal question about paint, and it 
falls flat. 

Capturing those commonalities, we won-
dered if metaphors could bring all three 
targeted segments together. We interviewed 
28 people with a tonality exam testing to 
see if each segment responded well to 
metaphorical images about paint. When we 
interviewed at Walmart, people were hesi-
tant to answer the survey. We heard quotes 
like, “My mind doesn’t work like that, I’m a 
straightforward kind of guy” and “I don’t get 
what you mean by this, it’s just paint.” Now 
we knew we were getting somewhere. The 
targeted segments didn’t want and didn’t 
understand metaphors about paint.

The literal resonated, 
the figurative did not. 

Since the targeted segments preferred the 
literal, we gave people in our target market pic-
tures of different rooms and asked them to tell 
us what they would change. We expected sim-
ple, quick answers. What we got were detailed, 
���XS����QMRYXI�HMWGYWWMSRW�XLEX�VIUYMVIH�PMXXPI�
prompting or follow-up questions. A question 
about paint turned into discussions about 
memories of a son’s wedding or a timeline of 
every home they lived in. 

ask an open-ended question about 
paint, and they will talk about them-
selves. a lot.  

People telling their stories evoked the most 
energy we had seen thus far. To capture and 
HIÁRI�XLMW�IRIVK]��[I�GSRHYGXIH�SRI�SR�SRI�
interviews to give people an excuse to talk about 
themselves. Respondents were asked “When 
was the last time you painted and why?” Again, 
XLIWI�GSRZIVWEXMSRW�WTERRIH����XS����QMRYXIW��

Painting was not the focus. Ask people 
about paint and they tell you about 
their lives and why they painted. In 
other words...

7XMPP�WXVYKKPMRK�XS�ÁRH�YRMJSVQMX]�FIX[IIR�XLI�
target segments, we gave passersby a “To-Do List 
Survey” where they ranked, on a scale of one 
XS�ÁZI��[LEX�XLI]�[SYPH�GPIER�SV�SVKERM^I�ÁVWX�
if company was coming over. We found people 
[IVI�ÁZI�XMQIW�QSVI�PMOIP]�XS�TEMRX�MJ�XLI]�[IVI�
having a housewarming party than if in-laws 
were coming to visit. This was a step in the right 
direction, but we still lacked an insight that con-
nected all three segments. 

we finally found a commonality within 
each targeted segment, but not across 
them. 

One-on-One Interviews

pain# ha" ) backstor&. 
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Creativ! Strateg& 

        ainting is not just about lugging in a ladder, buying 
brushes, or taping paint chips to a wall to pick the perfect 
shade of white. 

Painting happens because life happens. 

I paint my son’s nursery, after his experiment with crayons, 
for his tenth birthday, or for my empty nest. Painting marks 
life’s many stories - the beginnings, the middles, the ends. 

When I tell you about my son’s new blue room, you tell me 
about your daughter’s bright purple one, and together we 
wonder if we’ll ever survive their teenage years.

Our stories are how we connect. How we understand 
each other, share ourselves, and give meaning to our 
experiences. Paint was the starting point. It united us. 

Paint starts with a story.

MANIFESTO
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Campaign Overview
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Online

Social Media

We know painting isn’t the point. 
 
Connecting is. 

Our campaign is a creative platform for 
consumers to share their stories that 
ended with paint.

We will provide inspiration through video 
seeds, engage viewers in several targeted 
ways, and encourage and validate those 
who are already sharing online.

Through the stories of others, consumers 
will see more opportunities to paint. 
Painting will no longer just be associated 
with a recent move or a new baby. 
Everyday occurrences will become reasons 
to paint. 

We will get people inspired to share 
their stories, give them a way to do it, and 
remind them of what painting is really 
about – the story of their lives.
 

Pain#YourStor&.co+
A,Word"
Blog"

Faceboo-
Twitter
Pinteres#
Instagra+
Take"
Androi, an, .Phon! Applicatio'

Consumer Touchpoints
Bu" Wrap"
Digita/ Movi! P0ter Display"
I'-stor! Marketin%
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Video
Televisio'
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Yo1Tub!
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13
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Engagem
en# Pla'

PaintYourStory.com 
will be the Hub of the 
campaign. All other 
platforms will drive 

consumers to this site. 

paintyourstory.com

A key goal of our messaging is to inspire consumers to share their sto-
ries on a variety of social platforms— Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, blogs, 
Takes, etc.  The posts that include #PaintYourStory will be aggregated into 
PaintYourStory.com, a website which will be designed to look like a scrap-
book or journal. This will reward our consumers for sharing their content 
and may, in turn, inspire other consumers to share theirs. 
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   50 percent of twitter 
users are millennials 19 

  40 percent of digital video 
viewers are millennials 20 

   59.7percent of Gen-xers
use smart phones 21 

66.3 percent of gen-exers 
use a social network 22 

45 percent of baby boomers download or 
stream video at least monthly 23

39.8 percent of baby boomers 
are on facebook 24



television
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TV and video remain the most effective ways of telling and inspiring com-
pelling stories. 

Through our research we learned that people’s stories involve very different 
topics, but universal themes. We heard tales of change, of fear of the un-
known, of compassion, of compromise, and of other human experiences. 

)EGL�EH�MR�SYV�GEQTEMKR�[MPP�VIÂIGX�SRI�SJ�XLIWI�XLIQIW��8LI�EHW�[MPP�HI-
TMGX�X[S�WYTIVÁGMEPP]�HMJJIVIRX�TISTPI�XIPPMRK�X[S�WIIQMRKP]�HMJJIVIRX�WXSVMIW��
As the stories progress, we will alternate between them until the connecting 
thread becomes apparent, and will end with a common conclusion and 
Glidden Brilliance Collection tagline. 

So we open 
the door to 
the fresh-
man dorm.

So I fall 
down the 
stairs.

Her whole 
room was 
color 
coordinat-
ed. 

Even her 
comforter 

5th Floor— 
no elevator.

Week One 
is Orienta-
tion for her. 

Even 
after ten 
minutes, 
though, we 
know her 
roommate 
is crazy. 

Out of 
nowhere, 
he walks in 
with paint 
(motions to 
husband).

We paint 
everything. 
I mean 
EVERY-
THING. 

I think it 
made her 
feel much 
better. 

I’m uncoor-
dinated. 

Broken 
legs, I’m 
bed-ridden 
for weeks. 

Leg ele-
vated, cast, 
crutches— 
the whole 
nine yards. 

I hate my 
room after 
Week One. 

I’m going 
crazy. 

My boy-
friend 
walks in 
with a 
bucket of 
paint. 

He paints 
everything 
around me. 
He almost 
painted me. 

It made 
my leg 
feel much 
better. 

Although a $10 million budget leaves little room for a 
major television campaign, it is a vital platform for our 
strategy for two key reasons.

97%
of all video is still 

watched on TV 26

of online-video watchers 
consume 80 percent of all 

online video

they also watch six 
times more tv than online 

video 25

20%

why television? what channels? airtime?
Our target markets watch TNT, A&E, Lifetime, and 
TBS on a regular basis.27 All four channels have 
at least 20 percent viewership for all three target 
segments.28 While Re-Connectors have relatively 
low social-media participation, they do have over 
���TIVGIRX�ZMI[IVWLMT�JSV�XLI�ÁVWX�XLVII�SJ�XLSWI�
networks.�� We will place Spanish-language ads on 
Univision, the most popular network overall among 
EHYPXW����XS����HYVMRK�WYQQIV�QSRXLW��MRGPYHMRK�
English networks).��� Ads will air during Planeta 
U, a popular program among Hispanic Friendship 
Seekers.��

We will run nine commercials per weekend 
for the duration of the campaign, four on 
Friday nights, one on Saturday mornings, and 
two on Sunday mornings. These times will 
grab consumers’ attention when they are more 
likely to be thinking about weekend projects. 
These times are also relatively inexpensive, 
given their reach.
 
We chose The Biggest Loser as the vehicle 
to air a “Thank You”  video celebrating (and 
in some cases including) the user-generated 
media we received over the summer.

V/O: Paint 
your story... 
Glidden 
Brilliance 
Collection. 
available at 
Walmart 



 places to tell stories Social media Platforms 
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Facebook
3ZIV����TIVGIRX�SJ�FERRIV�EHW�EVI�MK-
nored.��  Rather than go the traditional 
route of paying for Facebook advertise-
ments, we want to do something bigger and 
better that offers utility to our audience. We 
will develop a cover photo-generating app. 
The app will be available throughout the 
campaign and allow users to select their 
favorite photos to be put into a template 
resembling the Hub website. Every time 
a user changes his or her cover photo, it 
appears in friends’ newsfeeds as a singu-
lar, rather than group, update. To further 
increase engagement, we will run a special, 
patriotic template in the two weeks leading 
up to the Fourth of July. Companies that 
LEZI�QEHI�WMQMPEV�ETTW�LEZI�KEVRIVIH�����
Facebook impressions per user.��     

Pinterest 

We will run a month-long Pinterest contest in 
June themed around our ‘Paint Your Story’ cam-

paign. To enter, users will create a board to depict 
their paint stories and use the #PaintYourStory 
hashtag on all pins. Winners will win a Glidden 

DIY prize pack. “The most effective contests 
encourage authentic engagement where your 

customers can inspire you and one another in the 
process.”�� Our goal is to show people that paint-

ing can be realistic, cathartic, and fun.

Twitter 
Glidden Brilliance Collection will use promoted 
tweets to help spark the decision to paint. We will 
release promoted tweets a few days before Mother’s 
Day, Independence Day, and Memorial Day. For ex-
ample, a Mother’s Day tweet could say, “She’ll love 
you no matter what, but she already has 100 vases. 
Do something really special for her. #MothersDay 
#PaintYourStory.” Promoted tweets have proven 
most effective when they reference an existing cam-
paign like our own.�� According to a Nielsen study, 
“exposure to a promoted tweet drove a 22 percent 
average increase in message association.”�� Further, 
TVSQSXIH�X[IIXW�GVIEXI�E����TIVGIRX�MRGVIEWI�MR�
purchase intent.��
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engagementways to share stories

 Instagram
More than forty million photos are uploaded to Instagram every 
day, each telling its own story.��  More than two-thirds of Insta-
KVEQ�YWIVW�EVI�FIX[IIR�XLI�EKIW�SJ����ERH�����QIERMRK�E�PEVKI�
part of our target market is already using this app to share their 
PMZIW��0EXMRSW�EPWS�SZIV�MRHI\�SR�-RWXEKVEQ��3ZIV����TIVGIRX�SJ�
Latinos use Instagram compared to 11 percent of whites.�� By tag-
ging pictures with #PaintYourStory, Instagram users will be able 
to share and see how others are interacting with our campaign.

Takes
0EYRGLIH�EX�7<7;�������8EOIW�MW�ER�ETT�XLEX�GETXYVIW�XLI�JI[�
seconds before you take a photo and turns it into a video with 
music. Takes elevates everyday photos to keepsakes. By tagging 
Takes with #PaintYourStory, users will create videos of pictures 
from their daily lives that will be featured on our campaign Hub 
website and shared with others. Takes can also be shared via Face-
book, Twitter, and e-mail, giving users the option to share their 
videos on a variety of platforms. 

*MJX]�WIZIR�TIVGIRX�SJ�TISTPI�GPMGO�SR�SRI�SJ�XLI�ÁVWX�
four links on a Google search.�� We will buy AdWords for 

certain words and phrases that relate not only to paint-
ing, but to the campaign and storytelling as a whole. The 

following are examples of phrases that will be used:
Smartphone App
Sixty-four percent of smartphone users play games, the most 
downloaded app category.40 Mobile gaming apps engage custom-
ers by creating an immersive and personal experience.41 We will 
create an app with two different games, a Mad Libs story game 
and a Paint-Snake game, a colorful take on the classic phone 
game. Both games can be played individually, with friends, or 
among family. Our app will especially appeal to children and 
families of our Friendship Seekers.

“What to do for Mother’s Day”
“Fourth of July Activities”

“How to cover a stain on your wall”
“How to get crayon off the wall”

“Moving to a new city”
“Going through a change”

“Do something nice for someone”
“Pay it forward”

Long advertisements on YouTube are almost always 
WOMTTIH�EJXIV�XLI�VIUYMVIH�ÁZI�WIGSRHW�SJ�ZMI[MRK��8S�

combat our ads being skipped or going unnoticed, we 
[MPP�VYR�ÁZI�WIGSRH�EHZIVXMWIQIRXW�SR�VIPIZERX�=SY8YFI�

videos. These short, pithy ads have been proven to be one 
of the most effective YouTube advertising mechanisms.42 

3YV�ÁZI�WIGSRH�EHW�[MPP�FI�PMKLX�LIEVXIH�ERH�QIQSVEFPI��
ending with the message ‘We skipped the rest of the ad 

for you.’ to pique the viewer’s interest right before his or 
her video begins. 

AdWords 

YouTube Ads

Glidden will advertise on Hulu at two strategic points 
in its campaign. On June 10, Glidden will take over the 

site for 24 hours as a part of Hulu Splash to raise aware-
ness as kids get out of school and kick off the summer 
QSRXLW��-R�XLI�TEWX��,YPY�EHZIVXMWIVW�EZIVEKIH�����QMP-

lion impressions in the 24-hour period. For the last two 
weeks of summer vacation, Glidden will advertise during 

Hulu Back to School to wrap up the summer. During 
this time of year, Hulu gets more hits as viewers catch up 

on their favorite series before a busy fall.

hulu
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Listening to amazing stories content  

YouTube Ads

 Partnership
Taking care of a sick loved one, especially a child, is never easy. Caretakers often reach 
out for support online, sharing their stories, and creating a community with others going 
through similar challenges. On a small scale, organizations like CaringBridge encourage 
sharing by giving away prizes to those who write about their experiences. Glidden will 
take this idea a step further, making over rooms in the homes of 200 families who are 
already a part of the Make-A-Wish Foundation. Through this partnership Glidden will 
support, listen to, encourage, and give back to those who are already sharing some of life’s 
most remarkable stories. 

 Media Kit for Bloggers
;I�[MPP�WIRH�QIHME�OMXW�XS�XLI�;EPQEVX�1SQ�&PSKKIVW�ERH�WIZIRX]�ÁZI�SXLIV�FPSKKIVW�
chosen by our social media team for their relevant storytelling.  Blogger buzz is a personal 
[E]�XS�VIEGL�SYV�XEVKIX�QEVOIX��WTIGMÁGEPP]�[MXL�*VMIRHWLMT�7IIOIVW���7IZIRX]�TIVGIRX�SJ�
consumers trust product recommendations from their peers and forty percent of moms 
read blogs on a monthly basis.44  A portable cooler bag with two sample quarts of 
Brilliance Collection paint in colors relevant to the blogger’s life, a coupon for two free 
cans of paint, one paint brush, two rolls of painter’s tape, and two Glidden branded 
koozies.  Bloggers can take these coolers everywhere – the grocery store, the beach, kids’ 
soccer games, and block parties – spreading our reach even further.

TV Thank You Commercial
In late September, during the season premier of The Biggest Loser, we will air a “Thank 
You” video that explains the campaign and offers clips of some of the best submissions of 
the summer.  This video will both highlight what consumers have created and give our cam-
paign one last boost in reach. PaintYourStory.com will continue running after the season, 
meaning that this commercial can push to the site there even after the campaign ends.
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regal cinema 
digital displays

They needed.

I volunteered. 

We painted.

Beginning Transition End

Paint  
starts 
with  

a story.
#PaintYourStory

Public bus 
wraps

In Kansas City, Charlotte, and Atlanta, digital displays will drive 
XVEJÁG�XS�4EMRX=SYV7XSV]�GSQ��1SZMI�XLIEXIV�TEXVSRW�[EMX�XIR�
minutes on average in the lobby before their feature begins. 
Glidden Brilliance Collection videos on digital screens in Regal 
Cinemas will hold a captive audience in our target cities, with 
���TIVGIRX�SJ�TEXVSRW�RSXMGMRK�XLIQ�MR�PSFFMIW�ERH����TIVGIRX�
of viewers able to correctly recall at least one ad.50 These ads 
will start with a picture and a six-word story, then fade to our 
XEKPMRI�ERH�LEWLXEK��8LMW�WMKRMÁGERX�VIGSKRMXMSR�ERH�XLI�KVS[-
ing number of moviegoers in our target market make displays 
an attractive alternative to a traditional poster advertisement.

Tulsa, OK

Kansas City, MO

Charlotte, NC

Little Rock, AR

Mobile, AL

Atlanta, GA

  Targeted
            Cities

Our campaign targets six key cities.
We chose these cities based on the 
concentration of Walmarts per capita 
within city limits, urban sprawl, and 
their public transportation sys-
tems.45 Over 40 percent of Walmart 
shoppers live in the South.46 Latino 
populations in Alabama, Arkansas, 
and North Carolina have more than 
doubled since 2000, according to the 
2010 U.S. Census. All but six states 
in the U.S. experienced at least a 40 
percent increase in the Latino pop-
ulation, and the Latino population 
has more than doubled in the Deep 
South.48 

-R�XLIWI�WM\�GMXMIW��[I�[MPP�[VET�TYFPMG�FYWIW�XS�HVMZI�XVEJÁG�XS�
PaintYourStory.com. Vehicle wraps are among the most cost 
IJJIGXMZI�EQFMIRX�QIHMYQW�³�MR�E�WMRKPI�HE]���������XS��������
TISTPI�[MPP�WII�E�[VET��1SVI�XLER����TIVGIRX�SJ�%QIVMGERW�GER�
be reached by targeted vehicle wraps.��

Hispanics are 
the most likely

to have taken 
on DIY activity 

in the past 12 
months 47



-R�XLI����;EPQEVX�WXSVIW�[I�ZMWMXIH��
we found a sales associate in the paint 
aisle precisely one time. People shop at 
;EPQEVX�XS�FI�IJÁGMIRX��-J�WSQISRI�MW�RSX�
there to mix paint or answer a question 
when the customer needs help, there is 
a good chance he or she will not make a 
purchase. Installing a help button in the 
TEMRX�EMWPI�XS�TEKI�EWWSGMEXIW�[MPP�Á\�XLMW�
problem. 

When a customer walks into Walmart 
they need to know Glidden Brilliance 
Collection is sold there. We will cover the 
handles of all the carts with antibacte-
rial colored grips tagged with “Glidden 
Gets You Going” for the duration of the 
campaign to raise awareness among those 
who already shop in the store.

cart handless

Weekends are the prime time for home 
improvement shopping. On Saturdays and 
Sundays, Glidden will takeover the TV 
walls in Walmart stores nationwide. We’ll 
TPE]�LMKL�HIÁRMXMSR�GSQQIVGMEPW�XS�WLS[-
case the televisions and to raise awareness 
for the Brilliance Collection among those 
already shopping in the store. Walmart has 
done this in the past, winning an in-store 
marketing award for its work with Skype.51

 In-Store Targeting touchpoints

We will redesign aisle pamphlets to be a folder. We will match 
Glidden Brilliance Collection color suggestions to home décor sug-
gestions found in Walmart (and accompanying product information) 
and include a pocket for keeping paint chips organized. 

8LI�TVSNIGXW�[I�IRGSYVEKI�QE]�FI�XLI�ÁVWX�TEMRX�
project for many in our target market. Because 

Walmart shoppers like to uncomplicate their lives, 
we think that taking a step out of the process will 

further encourage them to take on projects. We will 
assemble a kit with a roller, brush, two rolls of paint-
ers tape, and various other tools. The components of 
the kit will be other Walmart brands. The kit will be 

sold alongside Glidden Brilliance Collection paint 
and will have a 25 percent off Glidden coupon. 
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BATHROOM by HOMETRENDS 
PAINT by GLIDDEN

Rainforest Fern

Olivewood

Soft Mint Green

Tea and Honey

Create a 
welcoming 

atmosphere 
with these soft 

browns and 
greens.

BATH MAT
$14.00
TOWELS
$18.00
SHOWER CURTAIN
$16.00
SHOWER HOOKS
$8.00
BATH SET
$20.00
WASTEBASKET
$16.00

DINING ROOM by MAINSTAYS
PAINT by GLIDDEN

CHAIRS
$88.00
GLASSWARE
$22.00
THROW CARPET
$30.00
HANGING LAMP
$34.00
DISHWARE
$20.00

Create a 
bright dining 

room with 
these beachy 
tones of beige 

and blue.. 

Beach Sand

Sunbeam

Misty Aqua

Blue-Grey Slate

WHAT COLORS TELL 
YOUR STORY?

PLACE YOUR PAINT CHIPS HERE

O
ut

sid
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Help Button

TV Wall 
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Premade kits

Our team visited 39 Walmarts in 17 states. Aisles were often 
unattended, Glidden Brilliance Collection didn’t stand out 
among other brands, and the paint section felt overwhelming 
for beginning painters. We saw opportunities for simple 
changes nationwide...



Hierarchy of Effects

Facebook

Fee/
 Glidden Brilliance Collection is a personal 
brand, celebrating human experiences and 

connections.

2in-
Suggest to consumers a wider variety of 

reasons and occasions for painting.  

D3
  Helping and even encouraging Walmart 

customers to get the supplies for small scale, 
or seemingly spontaneous personal projects. 

Bon, 
 Reinforcing brand relationships 

via project sharing and satisfaction. 

Promoted Tweets All Other Tweets

AdWords

Blogs

Pinterest

TV

Bus Wraps

In-Store In-Store

Digital Displays

Partnerships Partnerships
Hulu

youtube
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We talked to Walmart customers and to members of our target market around 
0I\MRKXSR��:MVKMRME�XS�ÁRH�SYX�LS[�SYV�GEQTEMKR�VIWSREXIH��'SRWYQIVW�KEZI�YW�
feedback on our commercial’s content and message.

The overall feedback was positive. Everyone smiled, clearly enjoyed the video, 
and noted the connection between stories and painting. 

Based on the feedback we received, we recast the couple, added a voiceover, and 
created a new title card to reinforce the brand name.

 

Feedback
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“I could relate to the story 
because that’s why I painted 
my room when I moved out.”

Budge#
Online 22%
Hulu Splash                       $356,000
Hulu Back to School         208,000
Paintyourstory.com 
      Development Cost           15,000
AdWords                          1,500,000 
Youtube - 5 Second Ads    100,000
Blogger Media Kit    14,138
Total  $2,193,138

Social Media 6%
Facebook Cover Photo Generator  $5,000
Twitter Promoted Tweets         600,000
Pinterest Contest                     1,100
Social Media Hire    34,000
Total                 $640,100

Traditional 39%
Syndicated Stations                  $3,638,331
Biggest Loser Finale          268,748
Total                        $3,907,079

in-Store 8%
Aisle Signs       $52,500
Help Button      70,000
     Installation                175,000
Style Books      87,500
Paint kits                140,000
Home Decor Coupon     31,000
Cart Handles                262,500
Total                  $818,500

Ambient 7%
Buses                  $585,000
Movie Theaters               105,485
Total                                  $690,485

Partnership 10%
Total                        $1,000,000

Contingency 4%
Total                   $373,698

Production Costs 4%
Total                 $377,000

Grand Total      $10,000,000 

“I definitely got emotional by the end 
of the commercial. It's something we 

can all relate to.”

“I  really like the back and forth 
with the storytelling. I see the 

rising action.”

“It all made a lot of sense. You know, 
making ties back home by painting 

your room - that's important.”

what we did

what they said

“I’d want to watch it again and again 
to figure out how it all plays with 

each other.”



“In a noisy, competitive marketplace where every seller wants 
to be heard by as many buyers as possible, the ones that consis-
tently close deals are those who artfully employ the most uni-
versal magnet in mankind’s existence: 
         the promise of a tale well told.”

-Christina Hamlett, the seductive power of storytelling52 
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COnclusions

We started with a question. How does this campaign sell paint? Other paint 
companies talk about the color, the perfect room, the inspiration behind the paint. 
We’re not talking to the HGTV addicts. We’re talking to people with other priorities.

Our creative platform builds primary demand by associating painting with a wider 
ZEVMIX]�SJ�VIEWSRW�XS�TEMRX��-X�WEXMWÁIW�ER�IRXMVIP]�HMJJIVIRX�ERH�FVSEHIV�KVSYT�SJ�
KIRIVMG�RIIH�HIÁRMXMSRW�JSV�TEMRX��E�RI[�WIX�SJ�EWWSGMEXMSRW�SJ�QSXMZEXMSRW�XS�TEMRX��
These reasons for painting are consistent with Walmart’s goal of helping their 
customers live better.

The way we’re sharing stories works, too. Our target market transitions between 
mediums – tablets, smartphones, television, and print – seamlessly throughout the 
day. A cross-channel marketing approach resonates with how our target market lives.
 
8SHE]¸W�GSRWYQIV�MW�WOITXMGEP�SJ�WYTIVÁGMEP�QEVOIXMRK�IJJSVXW��8LI]�WIIO�SYX�ERH�
want to connect with personal brands, brands that start a conversation, brands that 
will listen and answer back. Welcome to the new Glidden Brilliance Collection. 
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